
Math 121

Spr'23 Side-Side-Angle Triangles

Solving a side-side-angle triangle can be tricky, because there may be one, two, or zero triangles
that satisfy the given information. is
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Let'ssuppose we are given the value of the angle A, the side b, and the side a
This is a SSAtriangle, so we begin as follows.

1) Draw a horizontalline with arbitrary length. We wantthe unknown side "c"to live on this line.

2) Draw the side "b"such thatthe angle between b and the horizontal line is equal to A
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3) We now wantto determine the number of solutions there are · the red side is too short, and will not
ever reach the horizontal line.

Cases: · the greensideislongenough
agene

(i) if A
=40%, and axb, then there is one solution. b

when it reaches the

-A line

if A =90, and ach, then there are no solutions.

b

·

thereisauthoregreenside, streetsiteen
(ii) ifA>90; and ash, then there is one solution. (A ↳

than the side b

i A,90; and ab, then
there may be 0, 1, or 2 solutions

(follow the steps below)

In the case thatA1908 and ask, we proceed as follows,
This is also the

minimum possible length ofa
for there to be a solution,

1) We first want to check whatlength a must be you the triangle to have one solution.
as we will see below

In this scenario, the only way we have a unique solution is ifwe can form arighttriangle
Let'scall the purple side as. Itrepresents whata"would have to be if we wanted
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there to be only 1

solution.

We can now use the Law of Sines to find as single -> axn=bsin(A)

Now: ia=as, our triangle has exactly one solution, namely, the righttriangle.
if a car, then we have no solution.

In this case, the side a istoo short 1. theredmeanglesastheyaE n
to reach the horizontal line >

is asack, then we have two solutions.

↳ In this case, we are able to form 2 different
triangles, because the values of B.C. are not fixed.

b
Note thatin one of our triangles, Bis obtuse (B 90%

a
and in the other, B is acute (B290%)

A



wecannow usethelawofsinstotrytofindthevalueofB.WeknowanBin
aann-sinBe

Unfortunately, the function sin" will omitone of our possible values of B.
-> a, bare positive. OCA<90; so sinAco. Thus, by
->The range of sin" is (-E,] cequivalently, (-94,907), and since A,0, we see that0'> sin" (bnA) < 90

Therefore, using the law of sines to find isgives us the acutepossible value of B. Letscall this "B,".

b a

>A (B,=sint(n(A)

From here, we know A+ B,+C,180, so C, =180-A-B,

We use the law ofsins again to find c
=?

How can we find the other possible value of B? (luts call this BcL
·

·

We look back atour two triangles, and notice:
B

a a -> a a

the triangle thatlies in between our 2 solutions (AIBys *
is isosceles, i.e., two of itssides have the same length.

A basic geometric factis that, in an isosceles triangle, the angles corresponding to the sides of equal
length are also equal. (Thisfactcan be received from the law of sizes:a a=L,B_sOl => sinB,-sintBcao
b

So we now have-
We know the value of B., and we wantto find B2.

By,B,
we musthave B, +B2=180,

Aflatlinecanbe thought of as a
180° angle. So, since weare

·

B
· We find C2=180-A-Ba

a

*Ba =180-B, =180=sint/bn)
and cath Claw of since)



Example

Suppose we are given A =30%,a=3, b=352
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- To begin, we note A90, and asb. &300 7

3

- We see thata, =31sinBo= 32 =7. So, since a= 3>E, we have 2 solutions. 3
3

go?
E Bic 7

- Use law of sizes to find B, =sin"(=sin" (*) =45 3 3

-iWO so-48
-

6. sincei
45%

-6. sin) ===6-sat ins
-We find B2=180-B,

=180-45=135.
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